
This questionnaire is intended to sharpen our awareness of our situations by looking at the circumstances of our daily life and work. This 
anonymized collection of data could be a starting point for further organizing. Join your local union! 
Please send this pdf back to syndikat_kultur@gmx.de after answering the questions.

 1. When was the last time you went on strike?

 2. How content are you with your situation at work? (place, time, insurance etc.)

 3. What part of your job is payed? What is your average income per hour? 

 4. What are the things you need for work? Why is that? Where does it come from? Does is cost money?

  Age*            Gender*                           Occupation*                Union Membership* 
            (yes/no) 

* optional                              2nd page

 5. What is your primary occupation at work?

 6. Do you decide for yourself? What are the boundaries of your self-determination?

 7. Who/What do you work for? 

 8. How does your body feel after work?

 9. What would be the reasons to quit your job?

→

mailto:syndikat_kultur%40gmx.de?subject=questionnaire


 12. With whom could you improve your work‘s conditions?

 13. in how far do you consider to be a spectator, a commenter or part of a social movement? Can you describe?

 14. Can you name organizations that represent your specific interests? How do they do that?

 16. What other questions should be asked?

 10. Are you occupied with things that reduce your work performance (when/where/what things)?

 11. Do you have friends outside of your working environment?

 15. Did you grew up in a financially secure surrounding? Currently are there any savings/funds you can access in financial distress?
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